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ABSTRACTS
Have the Wars Ended in the Former USSR?
Guillermo Marín
The space of the former Soviet Union, particularly what the Muscovites call the near
abroad, appears to us as both distant and irrelevant. Not even its conflicts merit much
space in the Western media. Will it be that after the Russians withdraw from Chechnya
that peace is sealed in the region? Does it matter that these people fight amongst themselves?
This article is a wake up call saying that neither the former nor the latter apply, listing
the Westís interests in the zone, among these Russiaís own stability. Within a setting of
buried conflictivity, the author states it is possible to contribute to the construction of a
peace architecture. The text summarizes this constructionís ingredients while suggesting
the limits of Russiaís aspirations for somehow reintegrating the territory lost in 1991. 
The New China and the New Regional Balance of Power
Rafael Bueno Martínez
The People’s Republic of China has turned 50. Many things have changed since that
first day of October when the Great Leader solemnly declared the proclamation of the birth
of a new nation. More than that, though, what he proclaimed that day was the return of
Chinese pride - the Chinese people had finally arisen after having knelt before the Western
powers for the last century. The end of the Second World and its aftermath facilitated the
Communistís triumph in China. The end of the Cold War left in its wake a wide range of
uncertainties and hopes in the zone, the Pacific, where the different Asian powers finally
have much to say and decide on regarding the fate of the world as a whole. This new multi-
polarity has led to the rise of a new balance of power throughout Asia. The Korean peninsula
and Taiwan continue being the most dangerous flash points for conflict, albeit more controlled
ones given the tragic consequences that could unfold if they developed into armed conflicts.
This article provides a brief analysis of the roles that the leading powers play in the zone
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within both the regional and global contexts. Among these powers is, obviously, China,
viewed in comparison with its neighbor and maximum rival for occupying a dominant role,
the Japanese empire. Meanwhile, the two superpowers have seen their influence vary considerably
in this area for different reasons: Moscow, in full political decline and economic chaos, with
its nuclear arsenal intact; and Washington, with its puzzling and shifting policy towards
China, and its military presence in the zone that is both unwanted yet desired by all except
Beijing and Pyongyang. The relations among these countries will mark the future of a large
part of the planet and that of most of its inhabitants. 
Asia in the New Distribution of Africa
Luis María Mora
The relations between sub-Saharan Africa and east Asia have developed at a considerable
rate over the recent decades. The economic figures and political interests are testimony to a
new distribution of influences on the Dark Continent, insomuch as the powerful nations along
the Asiatic shore are now competing with both the former colonial mother counties and the
United States.  Indeed, if the economic weight of Africa’s market is weak world-wide, this
does not make it unattractive from a strategic point of view for those Asiatic countries looking
for international prestige or resources for their growing economies. This rapprochement, motivated
by political reasons also, seems exemplified by the growing presence of major economies like
Japan and China - as well as those aspirations of the middle-sized powers like South Korea
and Malaysia - in the international issues concerning sub-Saharan Africa.
Israel: the Division before Peace
Ferran Izquierdo Brichs
The process of the Middle East peace negotiations at the beginning of the 1990s has its
roots in the changes in the international system and in Israeli society. The end of the Cold War,
the Gulf War in 1990-1991 and globalization forced all the region’s actors to resituate themselves
within the new international context. However, Israeli society neither experienced the
international changes in the same way as its neighbors nor did it undergo the same evolution
during the conflict with the Arabs. Because of this, the debate over peace and the future of the
occupied territories became a factor for political and ideological division. Influencing this debate
were revised conceptions on security, the economy, and the role Israel should play in the world. 
The Middle East peace talks began because the strongest side in the conflict, Israel’s
Labor government, came to perceive that the maintenance of the status quo was negative for
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its interests. From the Israeli point of view, the conflict had long been considered a zero-sum
game despite the Palestinian’s compromises since the construction of the Palestinian State
involved handing over part of the territory claimed by the Jews. Recent changes in the perceptions
of Israeli’s own interests, though, led some sectors of Jewish society to re-think and diminish
the supposed incompatibility between Palestine nationalism and Zionism, which then opened
the doors towards peace. For the Labor government, the territorial occupation of all Palestine
was no longer a central objective. In fact, the basic interests of the Labor party’s policies
shifted due to the globalization of the international system. For Likud and the Zionist revisionists,
however, the occupation and the colonization of Eretz Israel still form the basic ideology of
the State –of its reason for being– for which even today both are associated with the national
interest, together with Israel’s very survival. Seen this way, Israel’s internal divisions and the
changes in the government of Tel Aviv have become the main threats for the future of peace
in the zone, making this country the most unstable actor in the region.
The Legal-International Statute of Jerusalem 
Alfonso J. Iglesias Velasco
In the article, the author carries out a historical and juridical review of the main
aspects of the controversy which the Jews and the Arabs confront regarding the sovereignty
of the city of Jerusalem, considered sacred by their respective religions. In 1947, the
United Nations General Assembly had designed a plan for the international and neutral
administration of the city, but due to historical transformations and thanks to its victory
in the Six Days War, Israel has had the exclusive administration of the city since 1967,
with the intent to annex it to the Hebrew State, an issue which does not fail to spur a
generalized rejection by the international community. In the framework of the Arab-
Israeli peace process, the question of Jerusalem is still considered the most problematic
and destabilizing issue in the agitated panorama of the Middle East. 
The Social Cooperation between the European
Community and the Countries of the Maghreb
Miquel Palomares Amat
The objects of this study are the social regulations contained in the accords between
the European Communities and the countries of the Maghreb (Algeria, Tunisia, and
Morocco –according to the conception of community). The social regulations contained
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in these cooperation accords, concluded in 1976, have as their aim the granting of certain
rights to the nationals of the Maghreb States who find themselves exercising legal and
salaried activities within the labor markets of the EU member States. The new Euro-
Mediterranean association accords limit themselves to addressing what could be considered
as the existent “social heritage”, stemming from both the regulations contained therein
and, especially, through their extensive interpretation by the Courts:
-no discrimination of nationality in the conditions of work, remuneration and dismissal,
as well as in matters of social security;
-total coverage for the periods of insurance, employment and residence;
-free transference of pensions and retirement income, death inheritances, etc.
The new Euro-Mediterranean association accords deposit in the hands of organs
created therein all things necessary to develop these regulations. But as a first assessment,
of general character and bearing in mind the objectives of the designated Euro-
Mediterranean Association, one thing is certain: the regulations in these new accords do
not respond to the declarations that social and cultural cooperation would constitute one
of the fundamental dimensions of this initiative.
The Community of Portuguese-Speaking Countries. 
A New Forum of Coordination and Cooperation
Frigidiano Álvaro Durántez Prados
The constitution of the Community of Portuguese-Speaking Countries (CPLP) in
Lisbon, July 1996, represented the culmination of the manifest willingness for association
among the Portuguese-speaking nations on different continents. As an exponent of the
currents of international solidarity founded on cultural and historical bases, the countries
of Angola, Brazil, Cape Verde, Guinea Bissau, Mozambique, Portugal and Santo Tome
and Principe formalized a new forum for dialogue, reflection and cooperation that merits
the attention in and of itself, as a new formalized scheme for political-diplomatic coordination
and privileged cooperation among its members.
At the same time, the manifest identification of the historical processes, conceptualizations,
principles, objectives and the identifiable reference points of this Community with the
Latin American Community of Nations (comprised of Spanish and Portuguese-speaking
countries on the American and European continents), besides the many reciprocal
interconnections and parallelisms, point to the need –perhaps the historical opportunity–
of considering a substantial and formalized coming together of all members and parts to
articulate a forum or general space for “Iberian”-speaking countries, in which the Community
of Portuguese-Speaking Countries could be one of the primary elements for coherence.
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